Sajmište, Petrinja

Sisačko-Moslavačka Županija, Croatia
Description: city district of Sajmište is the largest district; high population share belongs to vulnerable
groups (social cases, veterans); situated in 7 residential buildings or 350 flats

Lessons learned: purpose of strategic planning to actively participate and effectively manage the
devolopment; City of Petrinja's Strategic Plan is an extremely important development tool for the City

Vision: safe neighborhood with sport and social facilities; connection to new mobility infrastructure to
city center; urban gardens; constant development of cultural, social and economic capacities and the
preservation of nature and tradition; inclusion of vulnerable and marginalized groups

Efforts: almost all residential buildings participated in the Sajmište district participated in the project of
energy efficeny program.

Unique specifity: building a new communal infrastructure and sports recreation zone to attract new
families, but also investors e.g. road infrastructure, etc.
Challenges: vulnerable groups, special attention to revitalization; inadequate communal and road
infrastructure and inadequate or non-existent sports and social infrastructure; population of Petrinja is
"old"; high unemployment rate
Solutions: participating in the Integrated Physical, Economic and Social Regeneration Program of
Small Towns in War-affected Areas which is funded; goal of project Developing small (communal
traffic) infrastructure is to improve quality of life, increase number of inhabitants and improve quality
of life through development of educational, cultural and social services and infrastructure in the local
community; specific goal is to improve the municipal transport infrastructure; accessibility provided for
people with disabilities

Ecological value of land:
Use stage energy cost for public buildings:
Share of renewable energy on total final thermal energy consumption:
Total GHG Emissions from energy used:
Consumption of water for residential population:
Ambient (outdoor) air quality with respect to particulates:
Quality of pedestrian and bicycle network:
Community involvement in urban planning activities:

45,53%
22 €/m²/year
16,86%
361 kg CO2 eq. /m²/year
46-60m³/occupant/ year
≤10 days/year
580m/100 inhabitants
Level 2/3

Target group: inhabitants of the city district of Sajmište
Financing: funded from two funds: European Regional Development Fund and European Social Fund;
infrastructure cofinanced by European Union by 85%; estimated invested budget of the local community
for the neighborhood: 15% of the projects costs
Success: signed contract for implementation with Ministry of Regional Development and European
Union funds; contribute to a positive image of Petrinja as a destination for pleasant and quality living;
planned benefits: retention of existing inhabitants; increase of total population; reduction of environmental
pollution; reconstructed transport infrastructure reduces social exclusion; revitalization contributes to
increasing employment, improving quality of access to social content and contributes to cohesion and
poverty reduction;
Future perspective / Recommendations: reconstruction of existing infrastructure will reduce
maintenance costs; since the projects is in planning phase and not yet implemented future perspective is
difficult to be foreseen;

State:
Region:
City:
Size:
Inhabitants:
Project by population:
Sort of project:

Croatia
Sisačko-Moslavačka Županija
Petrinja
45.000 m²
10% of Petrinja`s population = 1.500 inhabitants
Areas in cities 10.001 and 50.000 inhabitants
Existing retrofitted area

